
 

Afternoon Alert - Thursday, May 31, 2018 

 

The following information reflects the reporting of the cited news media and does not reflect 
the opinions of the U.S. Embassy in Tokyo. Japan Media Highlights is intended for USG use 
only and should not be forwarded. Visit the website here. For more information, 
contact TokyoMATT@state.gov. 

 

HEADLINES 

Noon news 

NHK, Fuji TV, and TV Asahi gave top play to reports that a meeting between Secretary of State 

Pompeo and North Korean Vice Chairman Kim Yong Chol began in New York on Wednesday. TBS 

led with a report that a man was found dead in his home in Wakayama on May 24 and stimulants 

were detected in his body. 

 
SECURITY 

DM Onodera welcomes renaming of PACOM “Indo-Pacific Command” 

NHK reported this morning that Defense Minister Onodera attended a change-of-command 

ceremony for the U.S. Pacific Command held at a U.S. military base in Pearl Harbor on Wednesday. 

The network said Secretary of Defense Mattis disclosed at the ceremony that the U.S. Pacific 

Command has been renamed "the U.S. Indo-Pacific Command." Onodera told reporters: "As 

Secretary Mattis said, we should regard the Pacific and the Indian Ocean as one. This is in line with 

the Abe administration's 'free and open Indo-Pacific strategy' and a manifestation of the United 

States' strong interest in regional security including China." 

•  U.S. Pacific Command renamed to reflect importance of India   (Kyodo News) 
•  North Korea urges South to scrap military intelligence-sharing deal with Japan   (The 
Japan Times) 
•  Gist of meeting between DM Onodera, Defense Secretary Mattis, May 30   (Yomiuri) 
•  Japan, India armies eye joint drill in 2018 in face of China’s rise   (Kyodo News) 
•  Editorial: Trump bolsters pressure on Beijing to halt militarization of S. China 
Sea   (The Japan News) 
 

ECONOMY 
Head of Japan Foreign Trade Council to urge USG not to impose high auto tariffs 
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NHK reported online that Japan Foreign Trade Council chief Nakamura said during a press 

conference today that he will work closely with the Japanese government to urge the Trump 

administration not to impose high tariffs on auto imports. Nakamura reportedly said: "If the U.S. 

increases tariffs on automobiles in addition to steel products, it will have a huge impact. We are 

already seeing some retaliatory tariff measures and this will become a major issue worldwide." 

Nakamura reportedly added: "Trading companies are able to expand their business and contribute to 

Japan and the world because there are free and fair trade and investment rules. I hope that the 

public and the private sectors work closely to prevent such a situation." 

•  Interview: New Keidanren chief calls for no delay in consumption tax hike   (Jiji Press) 
•  Gov’t says gauging casino benefits is difficult   (Tokyo Shimbun) 
•  Japan’s startup funding more than doubles in 5 years   (Nikkei Asian Review) 
 
INTERNATIONAL 
•  PM Abe speaks on North Korea issues, Middle East relations   (Seiron) 
 

POLITICS 
•  Prime minister’s schedule on May 30, 2018   (Nikkei) 
•  Gist of party leaders’ debate in the Diet, May 30   (Tokyo Shimbun) 
•  Abe looks beyond factions, courting LDP’s rank and file for support as presidential 
election nears  (The Japan Times) 
•  LDP’s Ishiba eyeing uniting “non-supporters” of Abe in presidential election   (Yomiuri) 
 

SCIENCE 
•  NASA chief scientist interested in int’l cooperation for moon, Mars projects   (The 
Mainichi) 
•  JAXA’s private contractors to release small satellites in space   (Mainichi) 
 

SOCIETY 
Debate on labor reform underway at Diet 

NHK's”Close-up Gendai+" reported on a labor reform bill that is currently being debated between the 

ruling and opposition parties at the Diet. The program said attention will be focused on the "highly 

skilled professionals system," under which white-collar workers who earn more than 10.75 million 

yen annually will be exempted from restrictions on their working hours. The program said that 

although the ruling parties believe that such a system would allow professionals with advanced 

knowledge to work flexibly and increase their productivity, opposition parties are claiming that it will 

encourage long working hours and affect the health of such workers. 

•  Japan to start plea bargains amid hopes for cracking criminal gangs, white collar 
crime  (Mainichi) 
 

OKINAWA 
LOCAL PRESS 

•  Portion of land at Camp Kinser to be returned to owners   (Okinawa Times) 
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•  Okinawa prefecture asks U.S. Army to tighten discipline following soldier’s arrest for 
DUI  (Okinawa Times) 
•  LDP proposal to “cooperate with USFJ” in English education changed to “cooperate 
with the U.S.”   (Ryukyu Shimpo) 
•  U.S. serviceman arrested for allegedly causing fatal accident   (Ryukyu Shimpo) 
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